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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This scoping paper was commissioned by the Urban Agenda’s Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees. It examines the challenges and bottlenecks that cities across the European Union face when helping new arrivals—and refugees in particular—integrate successfully into the local labour market. After exploring these barriers, it identifies concrete actions that could be taken to better leverage EU soft law, funding, and knowledge exchange mechanisms to support cities’ activities in this area.

The influx of refugees and migrants that arrived in Europe over the past two years has placed considerable pressure on local services and infrastructure in many cities. Helping new arrivals find work is crucial to their successful integration into these communities, as it reduces their reliance on local welfare systems and strengthens their broader social inclusion. Substantial long-term support is required to help newcomers (and especially refugees) if they are to enter and thrive in local labour markets and training systems. Cities are on the frontlines of such efforts. Yet, given the scale and pace of arrivals, and, often, their concentration in low-income areas as a result of lower costs of living and the availability of affordable social housing, the prospect of expanding or adapting local services to meet the needs of this diverse group can be overwhelming for many communities.

Integration and employment policy largely remain federal competences within EU Member States. Nonetheless, national governments often devolve some integration responsibilities to cities or local authorities, whether by formally delegating authority or—more frequently—granting some flexibility to subnational authorities when implementing these policies. While lacking in formal competences, the European Union also participates in the governance of immigrant integration through three key levers: (1) soft law instruments, (2) funding, and (3) knowledge exchange mechanisms.

Cities also serve as a hub for innovation in the field of integration, bringing in civil society and private sector actors, and tailoring services to meet local needs.

Amid this web of formal competencies and informal influence, cities play a central role in the labour market integration of new arrivals. They provide a wide array of critical services to newcomers, including language training, skills assessments and orientation, mentoring and placement services, alternative pathways to employment (such as entrepreneurship), credential recognition, and vocational education and training. Cities also serve as a hub for innovation in the field of integration, bringing in civil society and private sector actors, and tailoring services to meet local needs. To provide these services, cities must coordinate with a range of actors, including public employment services and qualification providers, and sustain the engagement of employers and other civil society actors. In many of these areas, municipalities can encounter bottlenecks that may hamper their capacity to scale up and sustain labour market integration activities for newcomers:

- **Funding constraints.** Cities can fund labour market integration activities using their own annual budgets or by receiving funding from higher levels of government for delivering particular services (e.g., language training or orientation services) that form part of a national (or regional) integration framework. However, the recent economic recession has led to cuts in many national and regional integration budgets, leaving cities to make up the shortfall for these vital services.

- **Different integration priorities at different levels of governance.** Cities often provide additional integration services outside those that fit into national or regional integration frameworks; these may be tailored to local needs (e.g., language training for particular professions), circumvent national restrictions (e.g., on who is eligible to participate) or lengthy processes, or simply fill budgetary gaps. When city and national policymakers have different integration priorities, cities may find their access to support and funding for certain integration activities from higher levels of governance limited. This
discrepancy can also affect the ability of cities to access EU funding for immigrant integration, as national governments are responsible for its disbursement. Hence, the use of EU funds often reflects national—rather than local—needs, and can take time to filter down to cities. Similarly, and as a result of their overarching competences in integration policy, national governments have traditionally been better represented than cities in the forums that inform EU soft law on integration.

- **Limited capacity to evaluate and prioritise what works.** Resource and time constraints limit cities’ capacity to evaluate their labour market integration initiatives, and thus to determine where they should invest their scarce funding. Over the past decade, the European Union has supported the creation of numerous networks and forums to allow cities and other local partners to share experiences and best practices on labour market integration. But thus far, this exchange has had limited impact on policy, due in part to the lack of concrete methods for scaling up and transferring successful practices. These networks are further limited by the fact that cities with less experience welcoming and integrating newcomers are less likely to participate.

The Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees could take the following actions to enable cities to remedy these bottlenecks and better access EU support:

- **Provide cities, employers, and civil society actors with information and resources.** Employer engagement is crucial to the success of labour market integration initiatives, as they play a key role not only in training and hiring new arrivals, but in their career progression more broadly. The Partnership could foster this engagement by building on its wealth of local knowledge and its partners’ strong relations with small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and by promoting the creation of an EU-wide online tool to share information, resources, and best practices. This tool could be used to inform employers, city authorities, and civil society actors on topics such as migration and asylum regulations, skills assessment and qualification recognition procedures, vocational training pathways, available support, and examples of local public-private cooperation on labour market integration.

- **Promote additional support for migrant entrepreneurship.** The Partnership could call for more EU support for migrant entrepreneurship at the local level, as it provides a valuable alternative pathway to employment for newcomers with skills and qualifications that are not easily transferrable to local labour markets. While the European Union has provided valuable support in identifying and disseminating best practices, the next step is to sustain and scale up best practices in this area (for example, through methods like city-to-city mentoring).

- **Assist cities as they evaluate their integration projects and expanding those that work.** As part of existing knowledge exchange networks, the Partnership could support efforts by cities to evaluate pilot practices and develop strategies for implementing them on a larger scale and/or in different contexts. This support would help cities maximise the returns on their initial investments.

- **Help define and coordinate integration policy priorities among different levels of governance.** Cities have called for a more active role in designing national integration policies and funding plans. One way the European Union could support their inclusion is by promoting networks and forums that bring together national- and local-level actors (including civil society and private sector actors) to jointly set integration priorities.

- **Improve cities’ access to EU funding—both for long-term labour market integration strategies and emergency response.** Cities report challenges in mobilising resources to help both newcomers and long-time residents find employment, especially when experiencing economic or migration pressures. Enhanced consultation and cooperation across different levels of governance on integration priorities may in turn help address bottlenecks that cities face in accessing EU integration funding. Furthermore, the European Union could explore whether cities could be allowed to directly access some forms of financing for reception, integration, and employment services, to fund both ongoing programmes and targeted initiatives that address emerging needs.
Support new destination cities in accessing funding and knowledge exchange networks. Cities that are new destinations for refugees or immigrants more broadly may be unfamiliar with good practices in the labour market integration field. They may also struggle to navigate EU funding application processes without guidance on which funds to apply for and how to best leverage resources to do so. The European Union can help narrow these knowledge gaps by incentivising these new destinations to participate in existing knowledge exchange networks so that they can learn from other cities, including traditional destinations that could take on an advisory or mentoring role. Crucially, this support should go beyond dissemination to assist cities with the development of concrete strategies for scaling up and implementing good practices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Newly arrived migrants—particularly those who did not immigrate as a result of employer selection—face multiple challenges to swift and successful integration into local labour markets. Obstacles typically include language barriers, difficulties getting recognition for qualifications and skills acquired abroad, and limited social and professional networks in the area through which to find positions. Newcomers may also be unfamiliar with local business or workplace norms, and face competition from native-born applicants or discrimination from employers.1

Among all newly arrived migrants, asylum seekers and refugees find themselves at a particular employment disadvantage upon arrival. They tend to be affected more acutely by the challenges facing other newcomers, while grappling with additional difficulties linked to the nature of their journeys and their legal status. These include interrupted employment or education trajectories, psychological trauma resulting from long and perilous journeys, and lengthy status determination processes during which refugees’ skills may atrophy while they wait for access to work or training. In particular, asylum seekers’ precarious status and restricted access to work tend to dissuade employers from hiring them.2 While new arrivals have historically settled in urban areas due to the availability of cheap housing, the proximity of city centres and employment opportunities, and the existence of coethnic networks, some countries have introduced policies to spread newcomers across

---


2 Since today’s asylum seekers will become tomorrow’s refugees, lengthy registration and application processing times, coupled with restrictions to labour market access, may prevent beneficiaries of international protection from getting a head start on labour market integration. In most EU Member States, asylum seekers are not granted labour market access upon arrival, but have to wait a certain number of months to take up employment. While since 2013 many European countries have shortened this waiting period—in line with the nine-month limit set by the recast Reception Condition Directive—additional limitations may apply, such as sectoral restrictions or stringent labour market verifications. Regardless of the individual’s access to work, the requirement for employers to verify their protection status and work eligibility can act as a major obstacle to early employment. Employers may also hesitate to recruit and invest in training asylum seekers who may later be obliged to leave the country if their claims are rejected. See Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 Laying Down Standards for the Reception of Applicants for International Protection, Art. 15, Official Journal of the European Union 2013 L180/96, 29 June 2013, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013L0033&from=EN. For a broader discussion of these issues see also Maria Vincenzo Desiderio, Integrating Refugees in Host Country Labor Markets: Challenges and Policy Options (Washington, DC: MPI, 2016). www.migrationpolicy.org/research/integrating-refugees-host-country-labor-markets-challenges-and-policy-options.
the country. But constraints on where refugees can settle—with reception centres and affordable social housing often located away from centres of bustling economic activity—can further reduce opportunities to access quality jobs and training.

It can take more than a decade for refugees to catch up with other immigrant groups and native-born workers in terms of both employment rates and earnings. In the meantime, they may rely heavily on the host-country welfare system and local services. The effects of this initial need for support are felt acutely at the local level, particularly in low-income areas with existing immigrant populations, where a sudden influx of asylum seekers and refugees—and the ensuing pressure on local services—may exacerbate existing social tensions. This competition for jobs and services is particularly pronounced, or perceived to be, in recession-hit cities with large unemployed local populations, where pressures can erode social cohesion and inspire anti-immigration rhetoric.

Even where resources are available, municipal authorities may struggle to mobilise them to address the multiple, complex needs of newly arrived refugees and other immigrants.

With many city budgets still adjusting to spending cuts implemented during the recent economic crisis, city leaders must make hard decisions about how to allocate scarce resources to meet the needs of residents. And even where resources are available, municipal authorities may struggle to mobilise them to address the multiple, complex needs of newly arrived refugees and other immigrants (including housing, health, education, employment, and social assistance), particularly when additional support—and funding—from national governments is slow to materialise.

But while there is no quick fix for this situation, the cost of inaction may be far higher for local communities, adding up over the generations. The residential segregation and socioeconomic marginalisation of newcomers has been shown to impact the school performance, job prospects, and broader social integration of the second and even third generation. Incidents of radicalisation among second- or third-generation immigrants, coupled with growing public support for far-right populist parties, illustrate the heavy toll that communities in Europe and North America may pay for failing to address protracted socioeconomic exclusion.

This scoping paper was commissioned by the Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees, an initiative of the Urban Agenda for the EU, with the aim of informing the Partnership’s action plan to improve cities’ access to and use of EU support in the area of immigrant integration. The paper provides an overview of the activities that cities across the European Union undertake to further the labour market integration of newly arrived migrants—with a special focus on refugees and asylum seekers. It describes the challenges that cities face in sustaining and scaling such activities, as well as EU soft law in the area of integration and the bottlenecks that hamper the efficient use of EU funding and knowledge exchange mechanisms. The paper concludes by suggesting concrete ways in which EU instruments could be better leveraged to support cities as they strive to successfully—and consistently—integrate newcomers in the local labour markets.

4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
8 For information on the Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees, see Urban Agenda for the EU, ‘Partnerships’, accessed 23 January 2017, http://urbanagendaforthe.eu/partnerships. See also Section III of this paper.
II. HOW DO CITIES SUPPORT THE LABOUR MARKET INTEGRATION OF NEWCOMERS?

Since the peak of the migrant and refugee crisis in 2015, policymakers across all levels of government and private stakeholders in many EU Member States have stepped up their efforts to help newcomer populations successfully integrate into host-country societies. This has led to the launch of an array of pilot initiatives (and expansion of existing programmes) that:

- assess the skills and qualifications of refugee and asylum seekers as soon after arrival as possible in order to offer tailored support that can help arrivals find work commensurate to their experiences;
- facilitate swift and appropriate employment transition through bridging training and internship opportunities, often implemented with support from employers; and
- foster migrant entrepreneurship to provide alternative pathways to economic self-sufficiency and social integration.9

Municipalities and civil society have been at the forefront of such initiatives. And the rationale for investing heavily in labour market integration, especially for newcomers who may not be equipped to join the labour market for years, goes beyond pure economics: it is rooted in the understanding that early access to decent work is essential to integration and social inclusion more broadly.10 However, it may take a long time for these policies to produce the intended effects, making it all the more essential that the recent flurry of activity in this policy domain be sustained over time.

A. Distribution of Competences in Integration and Employment Policies

Cities have pioneered innovations in the labour market integration of newly arrived immigrants. However, they have also faced competence, funding, and knowledge constraints in the process. These are partly the result of the structure and dynamics of multilevel governance within each country, which shape the ability of municipalities to access and make the best use of EU support mechanisms. An analysis of the distribution of integration policy competences among national, regional, and local authorities in each Member State is crucial to an accurate assessment of future EU-level actions and their likely results.

Historically cities and municipal authorities have been at the forefront of efforts to integrate newcomers into local labour markets and communities. Their activities have often preceded the adoption of formal integration policies at the national (or federal) level. For example, while municipalities, Länder, and the federal government currently share authority over labour market integration in Germany, up until the 2005 introduction of the

---


federal integration framework, the federal government played a very limited role in coordinating integration efforts.\textsuperscript{11} As a result, municipalities and Länder took the lead on integration for many years, each developing their own regional or local integration policies and offering services such as language training and advice on entering the labour market.\textsuperscript{12}

Over the past decade, national governments have paid greater attention to immigrant integration as a crucial and discrete social policy area—a shift accompanied by increased federal responsibility for designing and directing integration policies.\textsuperscript{13} Overall, most EU Member States now set integration policy at the national level. Similarly, in most Member States, national authorities are responsible for labour law, social security (including unemployment benefits), and the design of active employment policies.\textsuperscript{14}

However, even where national governments take the lead by setting employment and integration policy frameworks centrally, they can—and a number of Member States do—devolve some responsibilities to cities or local authorities (see Annex Table A-1 for a breakdown of competences at the national, regional, and local level).\textsuperscript{15} This can take the form of formally delegating competences to subnational governments or of granting subnational authorities a level of flexibility when implementing country-wide policies.\textsuperscript{16} Both scenarios can give cities and local authorities some leeway to customise national integration and employment policies to fit local needs.


\textsuperscript{12} Similarly, in Austria federal provinces and local communities had developed immigrant integration policies in the absence of federal leadership on this issue. Integration policymaking has subsequently been centralised following the adoption of the National Action Plan for Integration in 2010 and the creation of a State Secretariat on Integration in 2011. The Secretariat became part of the Federal Ministry for European and International Affairs in 2013, and the ministry was subsequently renamed the Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration, and Foreign Affairs. See Dirk Gebhardt, ‘When the State Takes Over: Civic Integration Programmes and the Role of Cities in Immigrant Integration’, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 42, no. 5 (2016), 748–9.

\textsuperscript{13} Some Member States, like Denmark, have longstanding refugee programmes, and consequently have offered centralised integration services for this group for decades. Denmark’s formal national integration policies for refugees date back to the 1980s, while other (non-EU) immigrants only became eligible for the formal integration program in 1999. See OECD, Jobs for Immigrants, Vol. 1: Labour Market Integration in Australia, Denmark, Germany, and Sweden (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2007), 135, www.oecd.org/els/mig/jobsforimmigrantsvol1labourmarketintegrationinaustraliadenmarkgermanyandsweden.htm.


\textsuperscript{15} France is an exception to this rule: its central government retains control over the design and management of integration policies, and jointly implements these policies at the local level, leaving local authorities with little formal leeway to adapt these programmes. See Maria Vincenza Desiderio with Agnieszka Weinar, Supporting Immigrant Integration in Europe? Developing the Governance for Diaspora Engagement (Brussels: MPI Europe, 2014), 13, www.migrationpolicy.org/research/immigrant-integration-europe-developing-governance-diaspora-engagement.

1. Devolving Integration Responsibilities

The formal devolution of responsibilities is most commonly found in decentralised states, such as Belgium, Germany, and Italy. Belgium is an extreme example, reflecting the unique devolution of governance from the federal government to its regions and linguistic communities. The Flemish and German linguistic communities and the Wallonia region are responsible for designing and implementing integration activities; similarly the three regions—Flanders, Wallonia, and Brussels-Capital—are responsible for formulating labour market policies, though the federal government retains responsibility for antidiscrimination and social security measures, and broad labour legislation.\(^1\)\(^7\) By contrast, the German federal government is broadly responsible for promoting employment and has been formally responsible for integration policy since 1997, but has devolved specific aspects of labour market integration to Länder and municipalities. \(^18\) Länder are responsible for education policy (which can include vocational education and training), while municipalities have competence in areas that include providing language training, fostering access to public services, managing social security benefits (and getting jobseekers into work), and helping young people access the labour market.\(^19\) And in Italy, the national government sets out an integration plan that regions can then build upon, setting objectives in areas like labour market integration and managing public employment services. Italian municipalities are also responsible for reception services and helping immigrants access social services, which can include language training and other employment-related measures.\(^19\)

2. Granting Flexibility in Implementation

Alternatively, cities and local authorities may have the opportunity to adapt centrally designed integration policies to fit local needs during the implementation process. This flexibility can be seen in Denmark and Sweden, for example. While the Danish national government designs the integration policy framework, municipalities are responsible for implementing and managing integration; consequently, Danish cities are able to establish their own integration plans and adapt policies within the broad parameters set by the national government.\(^2\)\(^0\) For example, Copenhagen and Aarhus have chosen to ‘mainstream’ integration services into employment and education policies (albeit retaining some targeted initiatives for vulnerable groups, which can include immigrants and their descendants), and put an emphasis on promoting diversity within their cities.\(^2\)\(^1\) Another example of local adaptation can be found in Sweden, where municipalities are responsible for providing Swedish language training and civic orientation courses to newcomers as part of an introduc-

---

\(^1\) In Belgium, the three linguistic communities (French, Flemish, and German) were responsible for integration and education activities, but the French community subsequently transferred its integration responsibilities to the Walloon region. See OECD, Jobs for Immigrants, Vol. 2: Labour Market Integration in Belgium, France, the Netherlands, and Portugal (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2008), 57, www.oecd.org/migration/mig/jobsforimmigrantsvol2labourmarketintegrationinbelgiumfrancethenetherlandsandportugal.htm.


\(^2\)\(^1\) Meanwhile, other Danish cities, such as Aalborg, have not followed this example. See Jørgensen, Decentralizing Immigrant Integration, 5–18; and Martin Bak Jørgensen, ‘The Diverging Logics of Integration Policy Making at National and City Level’, International Migration Review 46, no. 1 (2012): 244–78.
tion programme that can be tailored to local needs. In turn, after the two-year introduction period (funded by the national government) the municipalities assume responsibility for helping refugees who receive social assistance find work.

While the UK national government sets employment policy, local branches of the public employment service, Jobcentre Plus, can select and fund trainings from an array of different measures.

Employment policies tend to be more tightly regulated at the national level, so municipalities often have fewer options to adapt these locally. In particular, and with only a few exceptions (such as Denmark, Finland, and the Netherlands), the design of active labour market policies is a central government competence. Nonetheless, local branches of centrally run public employment services can adjust their offerings to fit local labour markets. For example, while the UK national government sets employment policy, local branches of the public employment service, Jobcentre Plus, can select and fund trainings from an array of different measures, in accordance with individual needs (e.g., work placements, job skills development, or entrepreneurial support); meanwhile, Work Programme service providers, who help the long-term unemployed, have carte blanche to offer jobseekers any services they deem appropriate. Similarly, though the French national government retains tight control over employment policy, its Missions Locales are tasked to provide employment and social services to young people, particularly those from disadvantaged neighbourhoods (and consequently, a significant number of immigrants and their descendants); each service area can, as a result, tailor their services to meet local needs.

B. Cities’ Activities in Support of Refugee Labour Market Integration

Virtually all cities in Europe take steps to help integrate refugees into local labour markets, regardless of their formal competences in employment and labour market integration policy. They provide an array of services integral to labour market integration, including language training, skills assessments and credential recognition, labour market orientation, mentoring, placement services, alternative pathways to employment (such as support for individuals starting a business), and vocational education and training. These services may

---


24 Jørgensen, Decentralizing Immigrant Integration, 5.


target refugees and/or asylum seekers specifically, immigrant populations as a whole, or they may be mainstreamed—for example, as part of employment and inclusion programmes that are available to a wider range of residents who need assistance in similar service areas.

Cities and national governments may not always see eye-to-eye on integration priorities. National governments are usually responsible for setting both immigration admissions policies and the integration policy framework—two sets of competences that can blur together, for example when framing integration as the responsibility of the migrant or distinguishing among different groups of migrants that are and are not permitted to access social or integration services. This approach can diverge from the one taken by cities that frame integration as a community effort, focusing on policies that foster the social inclusion of all new arrivals, such as language trainings, cultural orientations, and diversity promotion. The resulting mismatch between the priorities and approaches of national and local authorities can have implications for service provision. Local authorities may not be able to access national (or EU) funding for integration priorities not aligned with the national agenda, and some cities (particularly those hit hardest by the economic crisis) may not have the resources to significantly complement or substitute federally funded actions in these areas.

For cities given a degree of flexibility in how they implement services, this importantly includes choosing which partners to work with. Cities typically work with a broad network of public and private actors to deliver services, including public employment services, educational institutions, civil society organisations, chambers of commerce or trade, employer associations, and local businesses. The experience cities have with delivering social services, coupled with their deep understanding of local needs, places them at an advantage compared to the other levels of governance when it comes to working with private and civil society actors on integration initiatives. In return, these actors help cities provide a wider range of services and employment support than they would be able to offer on their own. The involvement of civil society organisations and, increasingly, the private sector may also result in the availability of more specialised services alongside those provided through local authorities.

These less traditional actors bring with them expertise in much needed areas (e.g., labour market needs and opportunities), on-the-ground perspectives (e.g., as service providers for certain refugee communities or as employers hiring newcomers), and additional funding that can help stretch limited local budgets. But while these partners bring a lot to the table, local policymakers face the challenge of sustaining their engagement, while lending expertise on how to evaluate what works and what does not—and, where possible, to scale up successful programs.

27 Dirk Gebhardt, Building Inclusive Cities: Challenges in the Multilateral Governance of Immigrant Integration in Europe (Washington, DC: MPI, 2014), 3–4, www.migrationpolicy.org/research/building-inclusive-cities-challenges-multilevel-governance-immigrant-integration-europe. A telling example of this situation can be found in Germany, where the federal integration programme has been recently opened up only to asylum seekers from certain countries of origin (those with a recognition rate higher than 60 per cent), in an effort to balance early support with concerns about both the returns on investments and the need to avoid creating incentives for further inflows. To foster social cohesion, cities such as Berlin have been offering language courses to all asylum seekers registered on their territory.

28 Though employment services for the unemployed are usually provided by national public employment services (PES), some EU Member States have devolved this responsibility partly or wholly to municipalities. For example, municipalities in Poland and Denmark are responsible for delivering employment services to all jobseekers, and Dutch municipalities provide services to social welfare recipients; in other countries, employment services are delivered through joint PES-municipal centres for jobseekers (e.g., in Norway) or for social welfare recipients (e.g., in Germany and Finland). See Mosley, ‘Decentralisation of Public Employment Services’, 4–5.

The subsections that follow describe some notable examples of innovation from selected European cities that have been used to provide key labour market integration services to refugees, including through close partnership between public and private actors.

1. Recognition of Qualifications and Experience

One of the first steps toward helping refugees and asylum seekers find their place in host-country labour markets is mapping the academic or professional qualifications and experiences they have earned abroad. To do so, cities may partner with educational institutions or employer associations, which are well placed to connect them with further training or placements. For instance, the city of Helsinki has partnered with Helsinki Metropolia University and Luona Oy (which runs Finland’s reception centres) to pilot a programme that recognises the credentials of asylum seekers and immigrants in the fields of technology, engineering, and business. The programme uses case studies from the university’s coursework to evaluate their skills, with tests carried out in English, Finnish, and Arabic. Funding comes from the Ministry of Education and Culture and the Helsinki Immigration Services, and Luona Oy helps by identifying suitable participants for the programme. Metropolia University, in collaboration with the Employment and Economic Development Office and the Helsinki Chamber of Commerce, also offers guidance and counselling services to participants on how to find work or access higher education.

Directly involving industry or employer associations in the design and implementation of recognition procedures lays the groundwork for their support when it comes to training and hiring newcomers. For example, the German Federal Institute for Vocational and Professional Education (BIBB) is working with six chambers of industry, trade, and skilled crafts (including from the cities of Cologne, Hamburg, Mannheim, and Munich) on a programme that certifies refugees who are fully qualified in certain professions, but lack the documentation required to practice in Germany. Experts from the chambers evaluate the refugees’ skills (through interviews, work samples, or presentations) and decide whether to issue them an equivalency certificate. While this programme is small in scale and currently applies only to nonregulated professions, its strength lies in the endorsement and quality assurance of the chambers.

2. Supporting Vocational Training and Internships by Engaging Employers

Employers in a number of German cities have worked with local authorities and employment agencies to offer specialised trainings, mentoring, internships, and placements. Cities play a key role in identifying refugee

---


31 Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, ‘Recognition of Competences for Highly Educated Immigrants’.

32 Desiderio, Integrating Refugees into Host County Labor Markets, 22.

33 The partners on this project, which runs from 2015 to 2017, are the German Federal Institute for Vocational and Professional Education (BIBB), the Hamburg Chamber of Crafts, the Mannheim Chamber of Crafts, the IHK Foreign Skills Approval (FOSA) Chamber of Industry and Commerce, the Cologne Chamber of Industry and Commerce, the Munich Chamber of Industry and Commerce, and the West German Chambers of Crafts and Skilled Trades’ Council (WHKT). See BIBB, ‘Recognition of Professional Qualifications by Way of Qualification Analysis,’ accessed 17 January 2017, www.bibb.de/en/26147.php.

34 Ibid.

35 Desiderio, Integrating Refugees into Host County Labor Markets, 22.
participants for these programmes, obtaining necessary work authorisation, and helping participants find additional work or training opportunities upon completion. For example, in 2015, Siemens launched an eight-week paid internship programme for 10 asylum seekers in collaboration with the city of Erlangen. City reception authorities—including asylum seeker advisors—helped to identify participants who qualified for this programme, which required proficiency in German or English, and a graduate degree (but limited professional experience). 36 Similarly, in November 2015 Daimler partnered with the local employment agency and the city of Stuttgart’s job centre to offer a 14-week internship programme for 40 refugees and asylum seekers. 37 This programme included practical on-the-job experience, German language training, and job skills development (e.g., interview practice). The Stuttgart job centre and the local employment agency selected participants for the programme, and helped them subsequently find work or training opportunities; the local employment agency also covered the costs of the first six weeks of this programme. 38 These partnerships often hinge on longstanding relationships between cities and employers: for example, the city of Erlangen has worked with Siemens, which employs more than 20,000 local workers, on numerous projects such as its antirumour campaign to combat discrimination. 39

| Hamburg contact points and outreach events aim to engage businesses of all sizes in refugee integration. |

While media attention has focused on initiatives involving big firms, some of the programmes that have reached the greatest number of beneficiaries or had the most durable effects are those carried out in partnership with small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Local authorities often have a clear understanding of the regulatory difficulties and diversity issues that limit the capacity of SMEs to fill their labour shortages by recruiting migrants, and refugees in particular. 40 Hence, some recent initiatives have targeted employers directly. Examples include the ARRIVO project (see Box 1) which operates ‘a company service office’ in Berlin that provides guidance to companies interested in hiring refugees, 41 and the Hamburg contact points and outreach events aim to engage businesses of all sizes in refugee integration. 42 In Sweden, some cities have created incentives for employers to offer jobs or internships to refugees by subsidising 80 per cent of employers’ costs. 43 For example, the Roskilde municipality department of integration works closely with municipality contractors and other private-sector employers to offer refugees traineeships and wage-subsidised jobs. 44


40 For example, some German employers have reported being unfamiliar with the process for hiring migrants (particularly, applying for work permits for asylum seekers) and assessing foreign qualifications and experience; others have voiced concerns about language or cultural barriers. See Victoria Rietig, Moving Beyond Crisis: Germany’s New Approaches to Integrating Refugees into the Labor Market (Washington, DC: MPI, 2016), 9-10, www.migrationpolicy.org/research/moving-beyond-crisis-germany-new-approaches-integrating-refugees-labor-market.


42 See, for example, Hamburg’s W.I.R. (Work and Integration for Refugees) initiative, which brings together Hamburg city authorities, local employment agencies, Hamburg chambers of commerce and trade, and civil society organisations, and includes an outreach service to local businesses. See City of Hamburg, ‘Integration von Geflüchteten in Arbeit’, accessed 5 December 2016, www.hamburg.de/wir/.


Approaches like this have met with mixed results: while some refugees go on to find permanent, nonsubsidised positions, building on their training and new networks, others have been let go by their employers once subsidies end.45

A number of cities have been cautious of the optics of offering subsidies and other specialised programs to refugees but not to other disadvantaged groups. In December 2016, the Lichtenberg district of Berlin launched the Tandem Job pilot programme, which incentivises employers to hire simultaneously a young refugee and a long-term unemployed national by offering to cover 75 per cent of the employer’s social insurance costs.46 The local job centre covers the costs of this subsidy, forms partnerships with local companies (e.g., the KEH Berlin hospital and the ABACUS Tierpark hotel), and helps select suitable candidates.47

### Box I. Berlin’s ARRIVO Project

Berlin city authorities and the local Chamber of Skilled Crafts launched the ARRIVO project in 2014 to improve the labour market integration prospects of refugee residents and to plug labour shortages in local craft businesses. The project offers a combination of workshops on local employment standards and ethics, short vocational and language training modules, internships and on-the-job skills assessment to refugees with basic German language proficiency (A1 or A2 depending on the sector). Prospective participants are identified in cooperation with education providers and social agencies already working with refugees. The project enrolled 30 beneficiaries initially, but by the end of 2016, had enrolled 285 participants in the crafts section of the project, one-third of whom were employed by partner small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) after three to six months of participation.

The modular nature of the project activities and the strong buy-in from local SMEs, who have been eager to use the initiative as a concrete recruitment tool, largely explain the success of ARRIVO. As a result, the project has expanded to include the hospitality, health and social care, and construction sectors, and has enrolled more than 900 refugees overall. The success of the project has also made it a recognised name that companies can use to showcase their participation in integration efforts. The wider social appreciation of the ARRIVO project, and the related name recognition, has sparked the interest of larger companies as well and encouraged the likes of Bayer Healthcare, Siemens, and Daimler to realise similar projects.


### 3. Entrepreneurship Support

For refugees and asylum seekers who lack proficiency in the host-country language (or another widely spoken European language, such as English), or who may have low levels of education or training, the options for joining the labour market are often limited. Entrepreneurship can offer an alternative pathway to work. However, refugees and asylum seekers—like other newly arrived migrants—are likely to encounter a number of barriers, such as limited professional networks, a lack of familiarity with administrative and legal requirements to start a business, and difficulties securing funding (linked to a lack of credit history or secure legal

45 Ibid.
47 Candidates must have passed the German integration course.
Opportunities to start a business may be further constrained for asylum seekers and refugees by legal restrictions on their ability to establish and administer businesses.

With these barriers in mind, refugees can benefit from the wide array of programmes designed to help migrants (and other vulnerable groups) set up their own businesses. Such programmes may offer services such as mentoring, professional networking, or information sessions on designing a business plan or securing funding. Cities including Barcelona, Helsinki, and Vienna already offer free advice on entrepreneurship and training sessions through specialised, city-administered agencies. The Vienna Business Agency targets some services towards refugees, while Barcelona Emprendedoria offers programmes aligned with particular sectors (e.g., retail or crafts) or to particular groups (e.g., women, young adult under 25, and individuals ages 45 or older). Offering services in languages frequently spoken by target populations can extend their reach, as NewCo Helsinki (established by the city of Helsinki and the Helsinki Enterprise Agency) has done by offering informational sessions and advice in Arabic.

Cities including Barcelona, Helsinki, and Vienna already offer free advice on entrepreneurship and training sessions through specialised, city-administered agencies.

Civil society organisations and private sector actors also offer a plethora of programmes that aim to meet these needs—with or without the involvement of local authorities or government funding. Some of these programmes target refugees specifically. For example, the German Chamber of Trade and Industry (IHK) in Berlin offers monthly start-up classes in German and Arabic to refugees with entrepreneurial experience; these courses set out the legal requirements for starting a business and help connect participants with more established refugee entrepreneurs and representatives of the local business community. Another innovative practice is to enrol young refugees in coding and programming schools and incubator programmes, which can offer them additional tools to launch business activities in their local communities. Crucially, participation in these programmes (which run in cities that include Amsterdarm, Berlin, and London) is open to young adults whose limited qualifications may discourage them from pursuing traditional vocational training opportunities. (However, these programmes do frequently require participants to have some English language proficiency and basic computer skills.) Some of the most innovative initiatives to support migrant entrepreneurship are implemented independently by civil society actors, suggesting that cities need not start from scratch, but ought to think carefully about how they can best support these programmes.

49 Restrictions may include bars on asylum seekers starting businesses, or requirements that asylum seekers apply for special licenses or restrict their entrepreneurship to certain sectors. Some countries have requirements for noncitizens in general, such as a minimum income or a certain residency status. See European Commission and European Migration Network (EMN), ‘Ad-Hoc Query on Access to the Labour Market for Asylum Seekers’ (issue brief, European Commission, Brussels, 9 April 2013), https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/networks/european_migration_network/reports/docs/ad-hoc-queries/protection/450_emn_ad-hoc_query_on_access_to_the_labour_market_for_asylum_seekers09january2013_wider_dissemination_en.pdf.
51 Desiderio, Integrating Refugees into Host Country Labour Markets, 28.
C. Challenges Cities Face in Supporting and Sustaining Refugee Integration Initiatives

Cities can serve as a hub of innovation for integration efforts, bringing in new actors and tailoring services to meet specific local needs. But innovative projects often serve a small number of refugees or migrants, and cities can struggle to sustain these investments over time or scale them up in a cost-effective manner. Tailored bridging programs, recognition procedures, and intensive language instruction, while effective, can be prohibitively expensive for municipalities looking to serve large groups of newcomers. Amid large-scale inflows of asylum seekers and refugees with diverse and long-term integration needs, sustainability and scalability are vital to the success of these integration programmes—both in terms of social cohesion and local economic development—in the years to come. Furthermore, the ‘pilot and crash’ phenomenon of small-scale and short-term initiatives can be politically counterproductive, as the appearance of successive failures or policy shifts can undermine public confidence in the capacity of local authorities to successfully manage integration.

The difficulties that cities face in expanding and sustaining their labour market integration programmes stem mainly from funding and knowledge constraints, as well as difficulties in coordinating with higher levels of governance and other stakeholders.

1. Funding Difficulties and Misaligned Priorities with Higher Governance Levels

Cities fund labour market integration activities through two main streams: their own annual budgets or funding allocated to them by higher levels of government for the delivery of particular services (e.g., language training or orientation services) that form part of a national (or regional) integration framework. However, cities frequently encounter issues when accessing funding, including:

- **Funding Cuts.** Since the economic recession, national budgets for integration measures have shrunk in a number of countries, leaving cities to cover the shortfall. The Spanish national immigrant integration fund was abolished in 2012, depriving cities of an important source of funding for immigrant integration and education measures, as well as a means of coordinating local and regional integration efforts. Similarly, in the United Kingdom, successive rounds of budget cuts to English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) funding means that local authorities now shoulder much of the financial burden for providing ESOL classes. These funding cuts mean that some refugees must seek
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54 In 2015, more than 160,000 people filed for asylum in Sweden; in the same year, more than 470,000 filed for asylum in Germany, with another 500,000 arrivals who hadn’t yet applied as of February 2016. See Rietig, *Moving Beyond Crisis*, 3; Arno Tanner, ‘Overwhelmed by Refugee Flows, Scandinavia Tempers its Warm Welcome’, Migration Information Source, 10 February 2016, www.migrationpolicy.org/article/overwhelmed-refugee-flows-scandinavia-tempers-its-warm-welcome.

out alternative services provided by local authorities or civil society organisations—which may be oversubscribed already—or they may forgo this assistance altogether.

- **Bureaucracy and red tape.** Accessing funding from higher levels of government can often be a cumbersome and lengthy process for cities.\(^5^6\) At the national level, competencies—and thus funding—for labour market integration are often spread across different ministries (for example, the interior, employment, social affairs, and education portfolios). In turn, in federalised states such as Belgium, Germany, and Spain, regions have their own budgets to assign to integration activities, which complement—or in the case of Belgium, substitutes—national funding. Integration mainstreaming and the fragmentation of integration governance can make it extremely complicated for cities to locate and swiftly leverage funding from either the national or regional level.

- **Misaligned policy priorities.** Where different levels of government have different approaches to and priorities for integration policy, cities may find their ability to access funding and support for local integration activities constrained.\(^5^7\) Often, cities provide additional labour market integration services on top of those mandated by national or regional integration frameworks; these may be tailored to local needs (e.g., language training for particular professions), circumvent national restrictions (e.g., on participant eligibility), or simply make up for budgeting shortfalls.\(^5^8\) For instance, a 2013 central government decision prevented Dutch cities from funding language classes for newly arrived third-country nationals. But some cities—including Amsterdam—tried to circumvent this limitation by providing language instruction through pilot programmes. While this example demonstrates the commitment and capacity of cities to find creative solutions to serve their integration goals, regardless of the funding and support available from the central government, it also points to the shortcomings that accompany a mismatch of interests between levels of governance: such stop-gap measures do not often lend themselves to a coherent, long-term strategy and are rarely scalable.

As will be discussed in Section III of this paper, while significant funding for refugee integration is made available by the European Union, including for early intervention activities that involve asylum seekers, multilevel governance and other issues may limit the capacity of municipal authorities to fully leverage such funding.

2. **Limited Capacity to Evaluate and Prioritise What Works**

Systematic evaluation—a crucial component of successful and sustainable programme management—is beyond the resources of many small-scale initiatives and may hamper cities’ capacity to scale up innovative refugee integration programmes. Evaluation enables cities to understand the outcomes of their investments, to identify gaps in services and areas where they can improve, and to then make informed decisions about how to invest their scarce funding most effectively. Cities can play an important role either by conducting evaluations or by lending support and expertise to refugee integration programmes as they establish their own evaluation processes. For example, Vienna has monitored the outcomes of its Mingo Migrant Enterprises project, which offers free business counselling services to immigrants and their descendants in multiple languages, both by following the progress of participants and by using feedback from entrepreneurs and employers.\(^5^9\) The

---


\(^5^7\) This points to the evidence that, even if cities have some level of discretion on how they organise and/or implement local labour market integration, given that funds largely come from above, implementing capacity remains somewhat dependent on higher levels of government.


project’s strengths (such as the accessibility and tailored nature of its free, multilingual services) and weaknesses (such as frustrations with high reporting and financing standards required by EU funding) offer lessons applicable to other programmes. Cities are also well placed to conduct more systemic evaluations of how certain groups are integrating, so as to identify gaps in services that could be filled by public or private actors. For example, in 2014, Stuttgart used federal funds to conduct an evaluation of migrant entrepreneurs, including their use of support services such as counselling. More broadly, some cities—and particularly those with limited experience welcoming and integrating refugee and other immigrant populations—may lack national or transnational avenues to share experiences and best practices. Within the context of tight integration budgets and, in some cases, persistent job crises, opportunities for mutual learning and resource sharing between cities may create economies of scale and avoid scenarios where new destinations spend scarce resources on reinventing the wheel.

3. Difficulties Coordinating with Other Stakeholders

With so many actors at various levels of government involved in the integration of newcomers, municipalities may struggle to coordinate with national and regional authorities in charge of reception, integration, and employment policies—not to mention civil society actors working in these areas. Difficulty coordinating between relevant stakeholders, including those described in this section, may limit opportunities for cities to invest cost-effectively in the labour market integration of refugees.

- **Public Employment Services.** In Sweden, for instance, the rapid arrival of an unprecedented number of refugees has put a strain on coordination between the public employment service and municipalities, which is pivotal to the functioning of the introduction programme. In 2014, Swedish municipal representatives failed to attend almost half of all refugee introduction interviews, during which authorities plan newcomers’ integration activities as part of this introduction programme—some of which are the responsibility of the cities themselves. This has resulted in a costly duplication of efforts, such as when cities must reassess refugee skills that have already been assessed by the migration board and/or the public employment services earlier in the reception trajectory.

- **National Labour Market Authorities.** In the few EU Member States where municipalities have some remit over active labour market policies, coordination difficulties and misaligned city and national interests may limit the outcomes of integration policies. Thus, in the Netherlands, while municipalities are responsible for organising labour market support, training, reintegration pathways, and employment subsidies, the room available to them for innovation is limited by standards and implementation methods set at the national level. Moreover, local governments do not have the policy levers to create the substantial number of additional jobs that may in some cases be needed to tackle persistent problems, such as unemployment.

- **Recognition bodies.** General standards for credential recognition tend to be set at the national or regional level, but a plethora of private and public actors also have a stake in the process, depending on the purpose of recognition and the sector of activity. Municipalities must align targeted skills assessment programmes with both general and industry recognition frameworks, or risk producing
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62 In the past few years, an array of city- and local-level networks have emerged (with and without the support of the European Union) to exchange best practices and common challenges. See Section III.C.
63 OECD, Working Together, 71.
64 It was estimated that 100,000 jobs would need to be created in the Netherlands by 2025 for those with employment difficulties. See European Parliament, ‘The Social and Employment Situation in the Netherlands’. 
only ephemeral results and sparking frustration among newcomers. In some cities, chambers of commerce have engaged in innovative skills assessments and recognition practices for migrants lacking or unable to provide documentation for formal qualifications (see Section II.B.1.). While such initiatives are particularly valuable as the involvement of employers helps ensure their trust in these alternative recognition pathways at the recruitment stage, such programmes have so far been limited, and cities alone may not be able to provide employers with the support required to scale these up.

- **Civil Society.** Cities may also struggle to take stock of the refugee integration initiatives put forward by civil society actors in their territory, particularly where numerous or rapidly changing. This can prevent municipalities from coordinating effectively with these actors and ensuring continuity and nonduplication of services. This is a formidable challenge in areas where civil society stakeholders play a key role in the implementation of refugee integration initiatives, as the scalability and sustainability of such initiatives often depends on the level and duration of city engagement with these key partners. Without a high level of coordination and the means to sustain it, cities will find it difficult to effectively link the services provided by civil society (often on an ad-hoc basis) with ongoing public services.

- **Employers.** Employers may view their provision of bridging training and internships for refugees more as a corporate social responsibility endeavour than a permanent shift in recruiting practices. Hence, it may prove difficult for cities to secure the substantial, long-term engagement of these key actors in refugee integration efforts. For instance, while the internship programmes offered to asylum seekers and refugees by several large German companies have attracted media attention (see, for example, Section II.B.2.), they often result in few actual job opportunities in these firms for the trainees. Big firms tend to have highly selective recruitment practices, which they are unlikely to soften for the sake of hiring refugees, given the strong competition among jobseekers for such attractive positions. In light of this, some municipalities have reported that engaging SMEs may bear more tangible and sustainable fruit in the medium to long term, and that further efforts should be focused in that direction.65

While coordination between these many stakeholders may pose formidable challenges, their involvement is also the strength of many local labour market integration initiatives. Overcoming or easing these barriers will enable cities are to pursue innovative projects and further engage new sets of actors.

III. **TO WHAT EXTENT CAN CITIES BENEFIT FROM EU LABOUR MARKET INTEGRATION SUPPORT MECHANISMS?**

While competence over the education, employment, and integration of immigrants—and refugees—rests with Member States and devolved authorities within each of them, the European Union can play a significant role in this area through three key levers: soft law instruments, funding, and knowledge exchange mechanisms.

65 In Berlin, for instance, the ARRIVO project originated from a partnership between city authorities and SMEs, which face more recruitment difficulties than larger firms and, hence, are more eager to recruit refugees at the end of the training and internship programme. In the crafts sector, 90 out of 280 participants got a job in one of the 250 companies that offered labour market integration activities. These figures were found to be much higher, both in absolute and relative terms, than the corresponding figures observed for larger firms. Author phone interview with Camilla Richter, Berlin Senate Department for Integration, Labour, and Social Affairs, Staff Office for the Labour Market Integration of Refugees, 12 January 2017.
Since the early 2000s, the European Union has increasingly leveraged all three to influence and support Member States policies and activities for the labour market integration of immigrants. Through these tools, the European Union has also played a role in coordinating integration policies across different levels of governance.66

Moreover, where possible, the European Union has used its regulatory competence in relevant policy areas to prompt reforms in Member States with the aim of improving immigrant integration in local labour markets. Thus, in the area of asylum, the recast Reception Conditions Directive—adopted by the European Parliament and the Council in 2013 as part of the design of the Common European Asylum System—shortened the legal waiting period for asylum seekers to access the labour market in most Member States.67 The 2004 Qualification Directive required Member States to grant beneficiaries of protection equal access to credential recognition procedures,68 and the 2011 recast Qualification Directive goes one step further by requiring Member States to apply assessment mechanisms that enable access to recognition even for those protection beneficiaries who do not have written evidence of their qualifications.69 While the design and outcomes of such procedures remain under the exclusive competence of each Member State and the many domestic stakeholders with authority for recognising foreign qualifications, EU legislation in this area has triggered national reforms that may improve refugees’ prospects for gaining recognition for qualifications acquired abroad. Similarly, the directives and regulations adopted by the European Union in the areas of workers’ rights and social protection can also benefit legally employed migrants and refugees, thus supporting the labour market integration of these groups.70 However, the new rights and support tools laid out by EU regulation have not always been accompanied by sufficient support for implementation.

67 The recast Reception Conditions Directive requires Member States to grant labour market access to asylum seekers no later than nine months from the date of applying for asylum. Many Member States have gone beyond this minimum requirement and shortened waiting periods even further: See ’Directive 2013/33/EU’. Though, as discussed earlier, legal restrictions to asylum seekers’ labour market access and employer reluctance to hire asylum seekers persist in many Member States. Similarly, while the time limit for registering asylum applications set by the recast Asylum Procedures Directive (3 to 10 working days) may in theory contribute to shorter waiting times, in countries such as Italy, in practice significant delays in registration have been reported as one of the largest obstacles to obtaining permission to work. See ’Directive 2013/32/EU’, ’Directive 2013/33/EU’, and ’Directive 2013/34/EU’.Giuseppe Ciaccone, Labour Market Integration of Asylum Seekers and Refugees: Italy (Brussels: European Commission, Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs, and Inclusion, 2016), 5, www.integrazionemigranti.gov.it/Documenti-e-ricerche/Italy-AHR_LMIntegrationOfAsylumSeekers_RefugeesMay2016_Final.pdf.
A. Soft Law

Since the early 2000s, the European Union has adopted soft law instruments to promote immigrant labour market integration across Member States. It has done so, notably in the form of Communications, by defining common principles and priorities and by offering best practices and guidance.

Ever since the publication in 2004 of the Common Basic Principles on Integration, which forms the cornerstone of the EU integration framework, European institutions have emphasised the importance of involving all levels of government in the design and implementation of integration policy. This was reiterated in the European Agenda for the Integration of Third-Country Nationals of 2011, in which the European Commission explicitly recognised the key role that local authorities play in shaping interactions between migrants and receiving societies, and called for the active involvement of local authorities in the creation and implementation of policy. This was again echoed in the 2016 Action Plan on the Integration of Third-Country Nationals. Similarly, the European Union has emphasised the importance of including local authorities in its employment policy directives. For example, the European Union calls for the Europe 2020 employment guidelines to be implemented by Member States in partnership with regional and local authorities (and civil society).

European institutions have emphasised the importance of involving all levels of government in the design and implementation of integration policy.

EU soft law instruments have also been used to promote tools and actions to help local practitioners support the labour market integration of newcomers. For instance, the 2016 Action Plan on the Integration of Third-Country Nationals and the New Skills Agenda for Europe—adopted amid growing concerns about the need to swiftly integrate newly arrived refugees into local communities—have laid out new EU instruments that may help national and local stakeholders assess the skills and qualifications of newcomers. However, cities seeking to use these EU support tools may be deterred by the high level of bureaucracy involved or the ‘gatekeeper’ role national authorities play in setting priorities for this support.

An example of the promise and limitations of these instruments is the Erasmus+ Online Linguistic Support tool (OLS). Launched in 2014 by the Directorate-General for Education and Culture as part of the Erasmus+ funding program for education, the OLS provides online language instruction. Though intended for participants in the Erasmus+ mobility project, 100,000 free licenses were made available to newly arrived protection beneficiaries (who apply through Erasmus+ national agencies). Participants undergo an initial language assessment, and may then take a language course for up to 13 months, with the option of subsequently undergoing a second language assessment to gauge their progress. Though the main objective of the OLS is to facilitate individual

---


76 Ibid.
language acquisition, organisations providing training and job market insertion services to refugees can also use this tool in order to avoid the burden of developing, administering, and grading language assessments themselves. However, local authorities may struggle to make use of these services, as they must gain access through an Erasmus+ national agency and the tools are not easily accessible by individual learners.\(^{77}\) In the future, allowing cities to apply directly to the European Union to obtain support from OLS or other programmes on behalf of local organisations that work with refugees may improve the relevance and reach of such tools.

The 2016 action plan also called for more programs to support the exchange of best practices in qualifications recognition. As part of the New Skills Agenda, the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs, and Inclusion plans to release a Skills Profile Tool Kit for Third Country Nationals, to aid host communities in identifying and recording the skills and qualifications of new arrivals. The Commission would be well served to involve local authorities and employers in the design process, so as to build on local innovation in the area of skills assessment and ensure that the new tool is valued and trusted by employers.

The European Union has also supported or established networks that bring national and local governments and civil society partners together to exchange information and agree on common integration management priorities, thus fostering coordination. The 2011 European Agenda for the Integration of Third-Country Nationals called for increased EU, national, and regional support to cities and local authorities as they strive to provide integration services and improved multilevel cooperation among all stakeholders involved in immigrant integration. The agenda also set out the role of the European Union, which would provide a “framework for monitoring, benchmarking and for the exchange of good practice among the various governance levels, as well as creating incentives promoting good local and regional models.”\(^{78}\) Among other actions, it called on the Committee of the Regions (an advisory body representing the European Union’s regional and local administrations) to support these efforts by exchanging best practices and helping to develop the European Modules on Migrant Integration.\(^{79}\) However, the Committee of the Regions has struggled to invigorate conversation at the local level, and independent platforms have instead proven to be a more sustainable means of developing a dialogue. The agenda also promoted the better use of EU integration funding to support integration at the local level, including by coordinating with and making EU funding more accessible to the local level, and encouraging the participation of local authorities in the definition of integration priorities for EU funding.\(^{80}\)

More recently, the 2016 action plan has identified potential roles for some new or reframed mechanisms in the facilitation of knowledge exchange and coordination on the urban dimension of integration.\(^{81}\) EU support for these networks (see Section III.C.) has not only helped best practices and promising innovations cross countries and different levels of government, it has also served as a tool for learning about cities’ priorities and concerns in the area of integration—information that can then be fed into EU policy communications. The recent launch of the Urban Agenda’s Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees demonstrates the European Union’s continued engagement and support for these exchange efforts.

---


\(^{79}\) The European Modules on Migrant Integration, published in 2014, set out recommendations for Member States to improve their integration policies, drawing on best practices in the field.

\(^{80}\) European Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: European Agenda for the Integration of Third-Country-National.

\(^{81}\) For a discussion of these mechanisms, see Section III.C.
B. Funding

The European Union provides significant funding for integration activities through an array of funding instruments. The Asylum, Migration, and Integration Fund (AMIF) and the European Social Fund (ESF) are the two key instruments that provide funding for refugee labour market integration activities. Other sources of funding include the Employment and Social Innovation (EaSI) programme and several of the European Structural and Investment Funds, including the Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived (FEAD), the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), and the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) (see Box II).

While the European Union offers significant funding for labour market integration activities, these funds are granted to Member States and can only reach cities indirectly. Cities that seek to access AMIF funds must go through their national governments, which may only make funding available in areas that align with national or regional spending plans.82 Crucially, Member States decide whether to include asylum seekers in their national programmes—thus, potentially depriving cities of a critical source of funding to assist new arrivals.83 For structural funds such as the ESF, cities can apply to access funding (in the form of grants, loans, or equity investments) from their managing authority (which may be a national or regional government authority, or a joint authority)—but again, this hinges on national or regional decisions about spending priorities. Cities are also barred from accessing emergency financial resources, such as AMIF’s emergency funding for countries experiencing migratory pressures, which constitutes 6 per cent of the AMIF budget and is available to national governments and nongovernmental organisations (NGOs).84 And while cities and local authorities can directly apply for EaSI support, the application process can be labour intensive, especially when city applicants are unclear about which funds they can apply for or when they are unable to allocate the resources needed to complete these applications.

84 EUROCITIES, Refugee Reception and Integration in Cities.
86 EUROCITIES, Refugee Reception and Integration in Cities, 16.
Box II. Overview of Key EU Funding Instruments for Integration

The key EU funding instruments for newcomer labour market integration are:

- **The Asylum, Migration, and Integration Fund (AMIF).** Administered by the Directorate-General for Migration and Home Affairs, AMIF has an overall budget of 3.1 billion euros for the 2014–20 period (with 20 per cent allocated to legal migration and integration, and 20 per cent to the Common European Asylum System). One of its key objectives is to support the integration of third-country nationals (including asylum seekers), and AMIF has supported activities such as language training and orientations.

- **The European Social Fund (ESF).** One of the European Structural and Investment Funds, ESF is administered by the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs, and Inclusion. It has an overall budget of 86.4 billion euros for 2014–20 (with 20 per cent assigned to social inclusion measures, which can include support for vulnerable groups such as refugees and asylum seekers). Its goal is to improve employment opportunities for EU and third-country nationals (usually those who are working but not currently employed).

- **The Employment and Social Innovation Programme (EaSI).** The Commission directly administers EaSI, a financial instrument with a budget of 920 million euros for the 2014–20 period that offers loans or guarantees to support job mobility, the modernisation of employment and social measures, entrepreneurship, and microfinance.

Other EU funds that can be used to support labour market integration include:

- **The Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived (FEAD).** Administered by the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs, and Inclusion, FEAD has a budget of 3.8 billion euros. It focuses on poverty alleviation and can cover short-term food or material assistance (e.g., for destitute asylum seekers) and some longer-term social inclusion activities (e.g., orientations or connecting people with services).

- **The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).** With a budget of 183 billion euros (with about €9.15 billion allocated to sustainable urban development, and 372 million euros to innovative urban projects), ERDF is administered by the Directorate-General for Regional and Urban Policy. It focuses on redressing economic and social inequities within the European Union, but has historically had a limited focus on integration.

- **The European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD).** This fund can support some poverty alleviation and economic development efforts that take place in rural areas.

- **The European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF).** This fund can support professional training for people in the fisheries and aquaculture sectors.

C. Knowledge Exchange Mechanisms

As both a source of funding and a key coordinator, the Commission has supported the creation of numerous networks and forums through which cities and other local actors can exchange information, challenges, and best practices on labour market integration (see Table 1).

Table 1. Examples of Knowledge Exchange Mechanisms Supported by the European Union

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Agenda: Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees</td>
<td>2016–present</td>
<td>To manage the integration of refugees and migrants, and provide a framework for their inclusion</td>
<td>Bringing EU, national, city, and civil society actors together to develop an action plan to address integration bottlenecks for cities (including funding and coordination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROCITIES Working Group on Migration and Integration</td>
<td>2007–present</td>
<td>Sharing best practices on integration governance and advocating for cities’ role in immigration and integration policies</td>
<td>Integrating Cities Conferences; four projects on integration governance (ImpleMentoring, INTI-Cities, DIVE, and MIXITIES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity in the Economy and Local Integration (DELI)</td>
<td>2014–2015</td>
<td>To encourage local policies that support migrant-owned SMEs and migrant entrepreneurship</td>
<td>Assisted access for migrant-owned SMEs to private and public funding, and the development of standards and assessment measures to evaluate local policies to foster entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARE Network</td>
<td>2011–2015</td>
<td>To create a resettlement network among regions, cities, and civil society organisations; to promote resettlement; and to share best practices for reception and integration</td>
<td>Research reports on resettlement programmes; advocacy and campaigns on protection; toolkits on reception and integration and volunteering; and webinars and events on employment and mentoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities for Local Integration Policy (CLIP)</td>
<td>2007–2009</td>
<td>Evaluating integration policies and disseminating best practices; evaluating the role of private sector and civil society partners</td>
<td>Research on housing, equality and diversity policies, intercultural policies and intergroup relations, and ethnic entrepreneurship; reports and workshops for members of the network (researchers and cities)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SME = Small and medium-sized enterprise

As Table 1 illustrates, these networks have been prodigious in their output; they have created databases, commissioned and published original research, created measures for evaluation and implementation, held workshops and conferences, and run advocacy and outreach efforts. But to build on the work of these networks in identifying and disseminating best practices, the next step is to channel more attention (and funding) to implementation mechanisms. A recent evaluation of the effects of European networks and platforms on integration more broadly (both national- and local-level) pointed to weaknesses in the dissemination of findings and in their application within policy; the review did, however, commend the growing focus on developing methodologies to implement best practices as a way to address these issues.87 Among the networks listed in Table 1, examples of efforts to improve implementation include the development of toolkits as part of the EUROCI-TIES working group’s ImpleMentoring project as well as the reception, volunteering, and integration research conducted by the SHARE network.

**To build on the work of these networks in identifying and disseminating best practices, the next step is to channel more attention (and funding) to implementation mechanisms.**

European Commission representatives participate in these networks, and some also involve Member States, providing an important forum for communication and coordination across different levels of governance. Distilling the influence of these networks on policy at higher levels of governance remains an imprecise art. But with limited avenues available to most cities to formally contribute to national or European integration policy development, these networks provide a useful tool for disseminating information—whether best practices, toolkits, or local challenges—across the local, national, and supranational levels.

### IV. CONCLUSION

Cities are on the frontline for receiving and integrating refugees and migrants. They can serve as a hub for innovation in integration, bringing in civil society and private sector actors and tailoring services to meet residents’ needs. However, because integration remains largely a national competence, cities often struggle to access the funding needed to provide services in a timely manner, especially in times of crisis, and to ensure that national integration policies reflect local needs.

And while each Member State determines its own priorities for integration and employment policies, the European Union is able to support the labour market integration of refugees through soft law instruments that steer common policy directions, facilitation of knowledge exchange between stakeholders, and provision of funding to Member States. However, these tools could be further tailored and made more accessible to cities and other local actors. The Urban Agenda’s Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees could further this goal by promoting the following actions:

- **Provide EU-wide tools to support and sustain employer engagement in labour market integration, in cooperation with local actors.** As the ultimate gatekeepers of access to jobs and internship opportunities, employer engagement is crucial for improving the labour market integration of migrants and refugees. Employers also determine the career progression of employees, particularly in the case of newly arrived migrants whose prospects for changing jobs are constrained by limited professional networks and the complexities of maintaining and renewing work and residence authorisation. Employers’ engagement is also key for the success of labour market integration activities that sup-

---

port newcomers’ work preparedness (such as skills assessment and vocational training). Vocational training paths that are organised in cooperation with employers offer better prospects for newcomers entering the labour market as employers are more likely to trust the quality and results of such programmes.

Local partnerships between municipal authorities and SMEs have proven particularly valuable in this respect. SMEs constitute the bulk of the European economy, but face a number of challenges when trying to recruit foreign workers.88 These hurdles include navigating complex immigration and labour legislation, understanding the value of foreign-acquired qualifications and skills, and providing training—insurmountable barriers for many small firms without dedicated human resources departments or experience in hiring foreigners.

The Urban Agenda Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees could take stock of current initiatives and leverage the strong relationships its partners maintain with SMEs to promote the creation of an EU-wide tool to support and sustain employer engagement in the labour market integration of migrants and refugees. Such a tool could take the form of an online repository of information and resources on:

- migration and asylum regulations (notably, the rules that regulate, in each Member State, the labour market access and residence rights of different categories of migrants);
- skills assessments, equivalencies, and qualifications recognition procedures;
- vocational training paths and modules, as well as support services available; and
- local best practices for cooperation between public and private sector actors in the area of integration.

To ensure that employers (and particularly SMEs) benefit from this tool, the Partnership could survey employers to discover what information and resources would be most useful to include, as well as what format would serve user needs. The next European Dialogue on Skills and Migration, which will cover labour market integration, could offer an ideal forum for such a survey. The web of knowledge that the European Commission has gathered over the past decade on labour market issues, including immigrant recruitment and employment matching, could be used as a basis for the survey and subsequent discussion.89

Similarly, it is recommended that employers and local actors be involved in the ongoing adoption process of the Skills Profile Tool Kit for Third Country Nationals under the new EU Skills Agenda. Doing so will ensure that this new tool is valued and trusted by employers, building its capacity to achieve the desired result of improving migrants’ labour market integration.

- **Make better use of migrant entrepreneurship support as a key labour market integration measure.**

  Entrepreneurship can offer a valuable alternative pathway to economic and social integration for newcomers who hold skills and qualifications that are not easily transferrable to the host-country

---


labour market or training system. For young adults who cannot be enrolled in long vocational training paths, modular entrepreneurship and information technology (IT) training geared toward the creation of innovative businesses may offer great potential. For other groups of newcomers—such as older adults who ran small businesses in their countries of origin—more traditional forms of entrepreneurship may provide a valuable avenue for integration into the local economy and community. A plethora of migrant entrepreneurship support measures (both public and private) have flourished over the past decade at the local level and, more recently, the European Union has made an effort to identify and disseminate best practices in this area. Given the utility of migrant entrepreneurship as a tool for labour market integration—particularly at a time when a large share of newcomers lack the qualifications and skills required in other employment sectors—the time has come for the European Union to step up support for migrant entrepreneurship at the local level, including by helping to develop or expand initiatives that apply best practices, such as city-to-city mentoring.

- **Provide cities with support as they evaluate their integration projects, and help expand those that work.** As part of knowledge exchange networks, the Partnership could support efforts by cities to evaluate pilot programmes and to implement these practices on a larger scale (both in the localities that pioneered them and elsewhere). This would help to ensure long-term returns on the investments cities make with the limited resources available to them. Earmarking a share of EU funding grants to integration activities for evaluation would help ensure that sufficient resources are available to evaluate project outcomes, even after the initial funding for project activities is used up. However, for these evaluations to be meaningful, they should go beyond simply counting participants in a given activity; metrics such as long-term labour market outcomes and user feedback services and gaps in provision can be useful in drawing out broader lessons that can be applied to future innovation.

- **Support the definition and coordination of integration policy priorities among different levels of governance.** Cities across Europe have called for a more active role in designing national integration policies and funding plans. One way the European Union can support their inclusion is through promoting knowledge exchange networks that bring together national- and local-level actors (including those from civil society and the private sector) to jointly set integration priorities. The recent transformation of the National Contact Points on Integration into the European Integration Network—which has a stronger coordination role and mutual learning mandate than its predecessor—could offer a prime locus to this effect. If membership is expanded to include a broader range of cities, regions, and Member States, the Urban Agenda’s Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees could also support these objectives. This new generation of networks could also help to ensure that integration concerns and priorities that stem from different levels of governance can comprehensively feed into EU deliberations on integration policy, and thus support coordination between city- and national-level integration strategies.

- **Improve cities’ access to EU funding, both for long-term initiatives and crisis response.** Cities have reported challenges in mobilising resources to assist newcomers, especially when experiencing acute economic or migration pressures. In these situations, cities can struggle to maintain funding for existing labour market integration programmes, let alone also expand their repertoire to respond to the needs of new groups (whether new refugee or asylum seeker arrivals, or newly unemployed long-term residents). As setting integration and employment policy remains a national competence in many Member States, the European Union currently allocates most of its funds for labour market integration to national, rather than local, authorities. At best, this situation means cities face lengthy and cumbersome processes to leverage EU funding through the national managing authorities. In the worst—though not rare—cases, cities simply cannot access EU funding for their integration activities when such programmes do not line up with the integration priorities of higher levels of governance. Enhanced consultation and concertation across different levels of governance on integration priorities may help address bottlenecks that cities face in accessing EU integration funding. Furthermore, the European Union could explore whether cities could be allowed to directly access some form of
emergency financing for reception, integration, or labour market services—though such a shift should not compromise funding for ongoing or longer-term activities in this area.

- **Provide enhanced support to new destination cities through access to funding and knowledge exchange networks.** Cities that are new destinations for refugees or other immigrants may be unfamiliar with good practices in the integration or reception field. These localities may also struggle to navigate EU funding application processes without guidance on which funds to apply for and how to best leveraging resources to do so. The European Union can help narrow these knowledge gaps by incentivising the participation of new destinations in existing knowledge exchange networks so that they can learn from other cities—with traditional destination cities taking on an advisory or mentoring role. In this way the Partnership—and the European Union—can promote the sharing of knowledge and resources on labour market integration across Member States and localities.

As the sense of crisis eases, European policymakers at all levels of governance are turning to face the challenge of integrating newcomers into local labour markets—a crucial component of their integration and social inclusion. The scale of recent uncontrolled arrivals, coupled with successive failures to share the responsibility for receiving and integrating new arrivals more equitably among Member States, has shaken confidence in the European Union and multilateralism more broadly. But while integration and employment policies remain a broadly national competence, this paper illustrates the important role that the European Union can play in supporting cities and local stakeholders on the frontlines of efforts to improve newcomer labour market integration outcomes.
## APPENDIX

### Table A-1. Labour Market Integration Competences Across Different Levels of Governance in Eight EU Member States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional Level</strong></td>
<td>Language training, Qualification recognition (<em>academic</em>), Education policy framework, Bridging courses, Entrepreneur support, Job-seeking services, VET (<em>standards &amp; funding</em>), Active labour market policy (<em>design</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Municipal Level</strong></td>
<td>Language courses, Bridging courses, Skills assessment (<em>for asylum seekers</em>), Job-seeking services, VET, Active labour market policy</td>
<td>Language courses, Skills assessment (<em>for asylum seekers</em>), Job-seeking services, VET, Active labour market policy</td>
<td>Language training, Mentoring, Entrepreneur support, Job-seeking services, VET, Active labour market policy (<em>implement</em>)</td>
<td>Language training (<em>design</em>), Bridging programs, Job-seeking services, Entrepreneur support, Mentoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A-1. Labour Market Integration Competences Across Different Levels of Governance in Eight EU Member States (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Portugal</th>
<th>Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Level</td>
<td>Integration policy framework, Employment policy framework, Qualification recognition (academic &amp; some professions)</td>
<td>Integration policy framework, Employment policy framework, Skills assessment, Qualification recognition, VET, Language training, Bridging courses, Mentoring (design), Entrepreneurship support, Active labour market policy</td>
<td>Integration policy framework, Employment policy framework, Qualification recognition, VET, Language training, Bridging courses, Mentoring (design), Orientation programmes (for resettled refugees)</td>
<td>Integration policy framework, Employment policy framework, Skills assessment, Qualification recognition, VET, Language training (design)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Level</td>
<td>Language training (design &amp; funding), Bridging courses, Qualification recognition (some professions), Job-seeking services, Introduction programme, VET (funding), Active labour market policy (implement)</td>
<td>Language training, Job-seeking services, Bridging courses, VET, Active labour market policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Level</td>
<td>Language courses, Bridging courses, Mentoring, Entrepreneur support, Job-seeking services, Introduction programme</td>
<td>Language training, Bridging courses, Entrepreneur support, Mentoring (design &amp; implement) Job-seeking services, VET (curricula), Active labour market policy</td>
<td>Language courses, Bridging courses, Job-seeking services, Mentoring (implementing partner), Skills assessment</td>
<td>Language courses, Bridging courses, Job-seeking services, Entrepreneur support, Mentoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VET = Vocational Education and Training

Notes: The countries included in this table are those represented in the Urban Agenda Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees. The term ‘policy framework’ is used to label the level of government that designs overall policies in a certain field, regardless of which level of government carries out their implementation. Where not otherwise specified, educational programmes—including language training, bridging courses, entrepreneurship support, and mentoring—label both design and implementation.
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